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ABSTRACT

With the support of and in accordance with the model of the Rockefeller Foundation, 

the School of Public Health of the University of Chile was established in 1943 as a 

training center for public health institution administrators. From the beginning its 

academic leaders also took the lead in the country’s health institutions, allowing the 

increasing knowledge of public health to be brought directly into practice con-

currently with training. The military coup of 1973 halted this cycle and broke and 

destroyed the links between the school and national governance and policymaking; 

despite this, the university continued to consolidate its role as the major training 

institution for public health professionals. During that time the Master’s Programs 

in Public Health and in Biostatistics were launched, attracting students throughout 

the country and Latin America, but very few professors had adequate research 

training. Only in 2000, a decade after the return to democracy, a strategic plan was 

implemented to renew the School of Public Health (SPH) and reshape it for the new 

public health scenario in Chile. Since then efforts have been made to bring research 

skills up to date through PhD training and sending young professors to study 

abroad. Also, a PhD program was created in the SPH in 2003, and graduates are 

being rapidly hired in universities and the Health Ministry. The recovery of at least 

part of a leading role of the public health agenda should be based on the capacity to 

generate relevant new knowledge and advocate for its implementation. 
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ORIGINS

Between the end of the 19th century and the first quarter of the 20th—the 

Chilean public health system was born under great political turmoil.1 The 

situation was desperate: infection, malnutrition, and high rates of maternal 

and child mortality were decimating the population, which lived in 

overcrowded and unsanitary conditions. Physicians would demand, and 

eventually obtain, decision-making power based on “science and 

technique”.2 Training was an emergent necessity, however, as physicians 

had no administrative skills. 

This set the stage for creating a School of Public Health (SPH) in Chile. 

The actors involved were the Bacteriological Institute, the Faculty of 

Medicine of the University of Chile* and the Rockefeller Foundation, then 

in the process of expanding its successful Public Health Schools model.3 

Thus, in 1943, the SPH was created within the Faculty of Medicine.4,5 

Unlike the development of similar schools in the United States, there was 

little discussion of public health as a discipline distinct from medicine.6 

While the political climate favoured the recognition of the social causes of 

disease, public health remained a medical speciality and an attractive career 

option for physicians. 

Starting with its foundation, it is possible to distinguish four periods in 

the development of the SPH, mainly influenced by the national and 

university context.

Foundation (1943-1959)

The University of Chile (UCH) SPH established in 1943 was based on the 

second model of the Welsh-Rose report, i.e., oriented towards training 

administrators and technical staff for the public health system.6 In this 

model, research would always be a secondary task, carried out only “as 

long as the teaching duties would allow it”.7 However, some important 

applied research was performed.5 Training programs did not award degrees, 

but were organized into a comprehensive course of studies (Main Course)

that included all the disciplines found in the US model. The professors, 

thanks to funding included in the Rockefeller Foundation grant, would be 

trained at Johns Hopkins and Harvard Universities.8 

During the foundation period, the SPH had a close relationship with the 

Faculty of Medicine, as well as with national public health institutions  

and international organizations, which would continue into the next 

* At that time called Faculty of Biology and Medical Sciences.
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consolidation period.9 Directors of SPH, faculty and graduates would be 

found in the highest levels of management, including leadership positions 

at the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO), the National Health 

Service, and the School of Medicine.10 This assured academic influence on 

important decisions in health policy and permitted feedback to the SPH. 

The increasing success of the policies gave prestige to the new institution. 

Consolidation (1960-1973)

In the consolidation period, the Main Course was replaced by a degree 

program, reflecting calls for more than training health administrators.11 An 

increasing number of specialty courses were offered to different audiences 

and in varying degrees of complexity.12,13 In a country experiencing major 

social and political changes, the SPH attracted students throughout Latin 

America, some of whom would later become important leaders in their own 

countries.

Lines of research were established and consolidated. Those on maternal 

and child health and on mortality were especially remarkable for their 

international impact.14-16 Collaboration with the Bacteriological Institute 

resulted in research on infectious diseases; also the first studies on nutrition 

appeared, a field that would be greatly developed later on.17,18 Nevertheless, 

by the end of the consolidation period and as a consequence of a university 

reform, bacteriology and nutrition would become independent departments, 

a decision that may have inhibited the development of epidemiological 

research in those areas within the SPH. Also, consequently, the school did 

not participate in major studies or interventions developed later, such as 

food supplementation with iron and folic acid, among other important 

programs. 

A significant training experience was the Latin American Maternal & 

Child Health Seminar, which was sponsored by PAHO from 1968 to 1997 

and graduated 750 students, mostly foreigners. This allowed the successful 

Chilean experience in maternal and infant health to be transmitted through-

out Latin America.

The emergence of interdisciplinary thinking can be perceived: technical 

areas were established with a strong team in biostatistics, vital statistics, 

and demography, as well as a sanitation engineering unit. On the other 

hand, there was recognition of the social sciences, which supported the 

development of social medicine and participatory community action.19 This 

was closely linked to leftist political movements of the time, similar to 

experiences in other Latin American countries.20
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The military coup of 1973 had a brutal impact on the development of 

the school, although the preceding political polarization had pre cluded 

constructive academic dialogue. Beyond its impact on academic freedom 

and the development of participatory public health, the fall of the Chilean 

democracy implied direct military intervention, political per secution, and 

forced dismissals, leaving deep wounds and forcing the SPH to start over.21

Enduring the Dictatorship and its Aftermath (1974-1999)

Evidently, during the dictatorship the SPH lost its historical link with public 

health decision-making. The military government implemented a radical 

reform of the health system—in essence, still in place—under a privatization 

ideology, without any consideration of the once powerful public health 

principles.22-24

The SPH focused on academic subjects, still concentrating on training. 

As it was merged with the Department of Preventive Medicine, it had to take 

over undergraduate teaching, giving much attention to this new challenge.25-27

As for graduate training, in 1981 the public health degree program 

became the first Master’s of Public Health, with several areas of con-

centration, followed by the Master’s of Biostatistics in 1983. The latter was 

developed with the support of the International Clinical Epidemiology 

Network (INCLEN)—another significant endeavour of the Rockefeller 

Foundation—which attracted a new generation of national and international 

students. Research began to take on greater methodological refinement28-30; 

however, it also moved towards clinical research, collaborating with diverse 

groups of physicians and to some extent, moving away from the population 

perspective.31-33

Whereas the dictatorship ended in 1990, these features remained more 

or less unchanged until 1999. During that decade, new reforms inspired by 

the World Bank were implemented in the health system, again without 

involvement of the SPH.34

Renewal and Modernization (1999-Present)

At the end of the 1990’s, the atmosphere for public universities had hardly 

improved, particularly for those disciplines linked to social matters. On the 

other hand, the public health scenario had changed both in epidemiological 

and political terms. In that context, the SPH urgently needed major changes. 

A strategic development plan was developed, which included updating the 

academic staff and reforming graduate programs. This included launching 

the first PhD Program in Public Health in the country in 2003. Such 
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developments were aimed at creating the internal conditions necessary to 

promote public health research within the school and to expand it nationwide.

Currently the SPH has 57 professors. Throughout the decade, the 

number of professors with PhDs increased from five to 20, and is planned 

to reach 34 by 2014, as those who are currently enrolled in doctoral training 

programs, in Chile or abroad, graduate. It is hoped that by 2020 all 

professors will have doctoral training. The impact of this process is already 

being noticed through some of the publications of young researchers.35-38

The creation of the doctoral program allowed the SPH to obtain national 

funding, which made it possible to award scholarships for PhD training or 

study abroad for faculty members. A key feature has been the possibility of 

having international professors teach and participate in thesis advising and 

evaluation. Since 2003, 53 students (six of them foreigners) have joined the 

program, 16 have passed the qualifying exam, and 11 have graduated. 

These graduates are in great demand by universities and public institutions.

The two Master’s Programs—Public Health and Biostatistics—continue 

attracting students throughout the country and to a lesser extent, from Latin 

America. Starting in 2007, the Master’s of Public Health was adapted to 

better comply with professional training standards. During this decade, 514 

students were enrolled in the Public Health program and 75 in the 

Biostatistics program. Technological improvements have facilitated the 

participation of international professors and permitted the expansion of 

training beyond the graduate programs.

Both the PhD and Master’s programs are accredited by the National 

Commission for Graduate Accreditation (CNA), a process which includes a 

national peer evaluation and report, and, for the PhD program, an international 

peer evaluation. During 2000-2006, in collaboration with PAHO and the 

Latin American and Caribbean Association of Schools of Public Health 

(ALAESP), the SPH led an initiative on Quality Improvement of Graduate 

Degrees in Public Health in Latin American and Caribbean Countries.39

Despite changes in the political context, the school has not regained its 

former influence over the public health system. Once again, an ambitious 

reform—this time oriented towards diminishing health inequities—was 

carried out during this period. Despite its increasing financial burden, the 

curative medical branch of this reform has prevailed over a disease-

prevention perspective.40 This not only reflects the diminished strength of 

pubic health but rather a major societal change—towards a market-oriented 

thinking—that crosses all the country’s public spheres. Overcoming this 

new reality poses a complex challenge to the SPH.
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PERSPECTIVES

As the SPH maintains its leadership in training it will continue to influence 

the public health system through its officers and leaders. In earlier times, 

direct participation in public health decision-making faded out as 

governmental institutions evolved asserting their own capabilities. 

Meanwhile, the school has gained academic identity and has strengthened 

its international network. This will allow new knowledge generation and 

policy formation on issues such as: obesity and the related chronic diseases 

epidemic, the impact of reform on health indicators and disparities, work-

related psychosocial determinants of mental health, and environmental 

threats to health, among others. Also, this research capacity will permit 

independent evaluation of public health policies and programs.

Technical assistance to the Ministry of Health is another way that the 

SPH is influencing programs, like the nationwide expansion of the mental 

health program at the community level, and the updating of standards and 

norms to diminish health risks in the workplace. Also, it is envisioned that 

the SPH will participate in national surveys for monitoring health and 

related events, as required by the Ministry and other public institutions. For 

example, the school is participating in the First National Food and Nutrition 

Survey with the Department of Nutrition. Incidentally, this will also 

generate alliances as a way of strengthening the future presence of the 

school in public health matters. 

In conclusion, after 68 years the SPH is again in position to take over 

academic leadership based on its renewed capacity of knowledge production 

and advanced training, so that it ultimately may influence public health 

thinking and policy.
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